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C. Austin Fitts: Ladies and gentlemen, welcome to Part II of the 2nd Quarter 2020 Wrap Up: The Injection Fraud, a sane person’s guidebook to the pandemic. Of course, we are looking at The Best of the Pandemic. There has been an incredible outpouring of material.

Previously, we had a great conversation with Jon Rappoport, a man on The Solari Report who needs no introduction. I described it then, but I think that one of the great, great successes of what has happened over the last six months is Jon coming out – as he did – instantly with an incredible series saying, “You know something? This is complete hogwash,” and he was right again.

Jon, thank you for joining us on The Solari Report, and thank you for Part I. Now let’s dive into Part II.

Jon Rappoport: It’s great to be here.

Fitts: You described some of your favorite sources, but I know you had a longer list. I want to start and make sure that we capture your recommendations for people who have really done a remarkable job of holding the establishment’s ‘feet to the fire’ about what has happened over the last six months.

Why don’t you just dive in and keep going through your list of who you think are the best sources on the global pandemic.

Rappoport: I have a couple of what would probably be considered to be somewhat esoteric sources in the sense that they are not as well-known as others that we have talked about. Jim West is a terrific researcher in the area of pollution – maybe unparalleled anywhere. He has been very active since the days of West Nile in New York, where he lived for a long time. He has been doing extremely detailed work on hidden sources of pollution in various places around the world.

When COVID was announced, he immediately began to ‘shift gears’. He has done some outstanding work in detailing pollution in Wuhan and Northern Italy and Spain, showing the correlation between so-called ‘COVID cases’ in these areas and sources of pollution.
He has also done some exceptional work on the subject of cyanide because a few other people have talked about how some patients are showing symptoms of what could be or that are consistent with cyanide poisoning. So, he has done some deep digging on how pollutants involved in the petrochemical industry involves hydrogen cyanide. It is very provocative work.

**Fitts:** Has he discussed the cyanide aspects with respect to the areas that have reported high incidence of COVID-19?

**Rappoport:** New York and New Jersey, but there may be other areas as far as I know. So, he is definitely a great source.

**Fitts:** And how do we find his work?

**Rappoport:** I wish I had the website.

**Fitts:** So, you do a web search.

**Rappoport:** Yes, do a search on a good search engine and you will find him.

**Fitts:** I want to mention that we have so many subscribers from all over the United States and elsewhere in Europe who report an absolute correlation, they say, between spraying and reports of COVID-19 or people being sick. They are convinced that there is some relationship with both spraying and electromagnetic EMF radiation.

**Rappoport:** I’m sure that there is. Spraying alone would be sufficient – depending upon, of course, what chemicals they are using.

We are talking about flu-like lung problems of various kinds in different people. You could mimic those effects quickly with certain chemicals – extreme shortness of breath, respiratory collapse, etc.

There is no question about it.

Reaching back into history, I have referred to Christine Johnson, a brilliant independent journalist from Los Angeles, who I knew back in the early 1990’s
who did key articles and investigations on HIV, which are quite relevant to viruses in general and diagnostic tests. For example, she did an article which you can find by using a search engine and typing in various combinations: ‘60 reasons why the HIV antibody test reads false positive, 60 reasons that have nothing to do with that virus or that purported virus, 60 reasons that are referred to – at least once in conventional medical literature’, and she lists the references in her article. Her article was, to many people at the time, a complete blockbuster because it blew apart the whole idea that diagnostic tests are very specific and very reliable and so on.

Then she did, what I consider, to be a very, very key interview with Eleni Papadopulos – I’m hoping I pronounce her name correctly. She is a biochemist from the Perth Group in Australia, which is also published. I have printed excerpts from that interview called ‘Does HIV Exist?’

It’s a very probing interview because the Perth Group determined that the virus has never been proven to exist. So Christine probes very deeply, “What do you have to do in order to prove that a virus exists? What are you talking about? What is supposed to happen in the lab?”

Papadopulos goes through it very carefully. It’s a technical piece, but you can wade your way through it and get the essence of what needs to be done in the lab and what was not done by Gallo and Montagnier in the case of HIV. It’s very provocative work that I have relied on.

Finally, I would be remiss if I didn’t mention my friend and colleague of many years, Robert Scott Bell, who has been a broadcaster for at least 20 years. We have done many conversations and interviews together. He does a radio show. Practically every segment, at the end of every show, he says, “The power to heal is yours.”

He explores a tremendously wide range of alternative natural healthcare, health information, data, and he also digs very deep and has for a long time on the historical debate about the germ versus the terrain and the Pasteur versus Béchamp debate, which has been suppressed by the mainstream vigorously because nobody wants that to rear its ugly head.
In other words, is this ridiculous fear of germs that has been promoted by the Rockefeller machine for the last 100 years really fearful, or is it really the terrain and the condition of the body and the condition of the immune system and the vibrant and resilient health of the individual that is the primary cardinal factor in whether a person stays healthy or gets sick? Robert has explored that in great depth over the years and has kept that debate alive. I should be very thankful to him for it.

Those are the rest of my sources.

**Fitts:** One thing that you said early on that was very helpful to me was how important it is to understand the advantages of chemical warfare versus biological warfare. In other words, biological warfare cannot be controlled, whereas chemical warfare can be controlled.

For example, and I’m making this up: If you spray cyanide over an area, that is much more controllable than letting loose some kind of biological pathogen which could spread ‘God-knows-where’.

**Rappoport:** Absolutely. In fact, over the years, I’ve laid out a scenario on how a secret chemical attack could be portrayed as a terrorist event which would be promoted as having a pathogen. Somewhere there would be an isolated community, and it would rivet the world, media, and the population for weeks on end, and there would be all kinds of stories about heroic doctors discovering the germ and risking their lives, the production of the vaccine, etc. The entire time it would have been just the laying down of an invisible chemical undetectable by ordinary means that would be killing people and then, of course, had a lifespan of a couple of weeks.

Then the announcement would be made, “We found the germ, we have the vaccine, everybody is great, the heroes are here,” and the germ theory is given another fantastic boost.

**Fitts:** If you look at how often they have used this game for saving billions of dollars on the insurance industry or political control or various politics, it’s incredible. They use it because it works; it’s been working for 100+ years. It’s quite extraordinary. I think it’s very hard to understand what is happening with
COVID-19 unless you go back and see the history of how these tactics have operated.

A second thing that really helped me tremendously – and I talked a little about this earlier – was your interviews with Ellis Medavoy talking about how important it is when you are going to do an operation like this to make it ‘dumbed down’ simple.

So, there is one virus, and it exists, and it’s a magic virus because it can do all these different things. It’s like Al Qaeda: There is a group called Al Qaeda, and all terrorism can be explained by one group who clearly have bylaws.

You take a complex phenomenon, and you collapse it into this simple story. Then you push the ‘bejesus’ out of that story. That is part of how these things work.

Everybody keeps talking as though whatever is going on around the world, it’s one thing. In fact, we don’t know that; we don’t even know if a virus exists.

**Rappoport:** The ‘one thing’ propaganda operation; talk about reliable: Every single time you roll out one of these so-called epidemics, or it could be anything. There is one central enemy at any given moment that we must defeat.

**Fitts:** It’s the invisible enemy.

**Rappoport:** Right. It can shift, but when it shifts, it is ‘one’ again. Then, “Okay, we don’t need to think about that anymore.” So now it’s a new one.

This plays into this fantastic fixation that human beings have on ‘the one’; it’s ‘the one’ of whatever it is. It’s so deep and it’s so hard to shake off. I’ve talked about this many times before because I’ve written so many articles about this: Don’t be fooled by ‘the one’.

You look at these separate groups that are supposed to be high risk for the ‘X’ epidemic – whatever it is, be it HIV or COVID, etc. You look at each group, and you can see factors that would cause all the symptoms of the so-called ‘epidemic’. They are different in each group; they don’t require a virus, etc.
Somebody will get back to me and say, “This is absolutely fantastic. Thank you so much. It clears up everything for me. I really see now that it’s not the virus. So what is ‘it’?”

Then they’re right back into the fixation again. I’m thinking, “Wow! This is great! This person shook off the whole thing.” Now they see that it’s a multiple situation that’s been boiled down and ‘dumbed down’ into one thing, and then they get it all done, and they’re finished. Then the last thing is: What is ‘it’?

They are looking for ‘one thing’. That’s how deep this fixation goes. So it has to be busted. It’s like somebody who’s been under hypnosis for 50 years or so, and you are trying to wake them up.

**Fitts:** One thing that I want to hear from you is your top unanswered questions. If you could get ten serious investigative reporters digging out the information you most want on different things related to the global pandemic, what would it be? What are your top unanswered questions that you would love to get answered?

**Rappoport:** There is one that is so far at the top of the list that it just dwarfs all the others. I don’t know about investigative reporters, but magical elves or someone could look into this. What I want is to go back to the purported discovery of the SARS-CoV-2 virus in the lab the first time that the researchers came out and said, “We’ve got it. We know the cause.”

Go back into the lab with 500 video cameras and many independent experts who have no conflicts of interest, and watch step by step by step inside the ‘holy of holies’ where the uninitiated are never permitted to go to see exactly what these ‘suckers’ are doing to come out with such a pronouncement. They are surely not doing a large-scale study of any value, and I’ve documented this ‘up and down and sideways’ for years.

They are surely not taking 1,000 patients diagnosed with the new epidemic, getting samples from each one of them, and putting them under electron microscopes and comparing all the photos to see if they really have found a new virus. They’re not doing anything of that sort. They are talking about ‘molecular this and genetic sequencing that’ and all that arcane language worthy of the
‘high priest’ class of ancient Egypt in their ‘holy of holies’. That is what I would want – the witnesses with the video step by step. Let’s see what these people actually did and didn’t do to come out with this announcement. Then we’ll have it, then we can analyze it, and then we can say, “This is what you did, and you didn’t do that or this? You just did this?”

I’m utterly convinced that they never properly isolated or purified or discovered a new virus by any correct means. So that would be my top priority above all.

Fitts: Do you understand what they were doing in North Carolina that they moved to Wuhan and that Fauci was funding?

Rappoport: No, I don’t know. As far as the biological warfare labs, I have no doubt – and I spent 15-20 pages of AIDS, Inc. detailing the kind of sketch to the history of bio-warfare and chem-warfare in America – that these people are constantly trying to produce things in their labs and they are transported, sometimes very badly, from place to place. I’ve documented that. But as far as the success of doing that, and what actually would happen if you released it, given the fact that viruses mutate very quickly, and what people might think starts out to be a doomsday weapon and ten days later is completely harmless. There are other major barriers to being successful in that regard.

I really don’t know. That would be another question. Let’s see what you people are actually doing in this lab that you then moved over to that lab. Let’s see what the result actually was.

Fitts: One of my unanswered questions is: What really happened in Wuhan? That is, of course, related. I’ve never been able to quite figure out what happened at Wuhan.

Rappoport: I understand. Well, a story was ‘hatched’ in Wuhan. We know this; that is where the story was born. And there were all kinds of suspicious happenings that have been documented about labs and this lab and that researcher who went from America to China and so on. And then there is the story about the 5G rollout in Wuhan. I still don’t know the extent of the rollout. For real, it has been called one of the primary developmental centers for 5G. I don’t know how much was rolled out. I don’t know how much – if any of it –
was at 60 gigahertz, which according to some people, was supposed to be the worst and most harmful band.

I do know that covert operations went in their sophisticated, ‘lay down many false trails’ mode to divert researchers from whatever the actual story is. So, what I’ve tried to play up is the obvious – the horrendous pollution over Wuhan for decades. A study that I’ve quoted indicates that this is not only ordinary heavy particle pollution; this is an unprecedented mix of early industrial-age pollution and modern industrial-age pollution that is unprecedented in human history. That has never been studied for its synergistic effects.

**Fitts:** And you get your protests by the Chinese in Wuhan, which is unheard of. So, you know how bad it was.

**Rappoport:** Exactly! And I’ve looked at studies on this, and they are all estimates, but I have averaged them out to 300,000 deaths a year like clockwork in China from pneumonia, which was at first announced that it was the cardinal feature of COVID-19.

So, ‘staring me in the face’ is the fact that there is pneumonia that they are calling COVID-19, and there are already 300,000 deaths a year in China from this, which means millions of cases every year. They have an extraordinary amount of pollution. They need to get the protests off the streets and also quell the protests in Hong Kong. So, a lockdown would be perfect for them.

Also, they are making this incredible, staggering national effort to develop AI surveillance of every inch of space in China – exterior and interior – in real time through the build-up of AI surveillance from many different vectors, which they could then justify by saying, “We have to have early warning on a pandemic, so we have to do this for everybody.”

They have these smart cities to move people into where that sort of surveillance is already installed. So maybe this is what the actual story is; it sure looks that way.

So, they announce the cover story of the century, which I keep saying is the greatest cover story in the world. “Hey, we found a new virus.”
**Fitts:** They also instituted a vaccine mandate in December. I don’t know how that translated over to the people receiving vaccines, but that could have been in the mix.

**Rappoport:** It’s the same thing in the north of Italy. There were two vaccine campaigns, and one was a new quad vaccine that I was told from a correspondent in Italy that it had never been tried before on people just prior to the announcement of COVID-19. So, there is definitely that to factor in, too.

**Fitts:** The history of injecting heavy metals into people’s bodies is a very bad one. I think that part of it was because Firstenberg published *The Invisible Rainbow*, which is a very detailed study of the relationship between electrification and influenza. One of the areas of questions is the relationship between what is happening and the rollout of 5G and other forms of intense telecommunications and increased EMF radiation. Many commentators believe that this is simply electrification. Period.

Do you have any thoughts on Firstenberg’s work or that whole line of investigation?

**Rappoport:** I have a few thoughts, but I found that I have technical limitations beyond which I couldn’t go. I couldn’t really stamp it and say, “Okay, here is what I really think about this.” I could only go a certain distance.

It makes sense that if you have a human body filled with metal particles – let’s assume from aluminum in vaccines, just as an example, and if you go back further, there was mercury; there are still a few vaccines that have mercury. Then there are all the nanoparticles which we have discussed – metallic nanoparticles that have been found in traditional vaccines in this Italian study that I’ve quoted, which was from a year or two ago.

**Fitts:** It is a must-read.

**Rappoport:** It makes sense that certain types of electrification and certain waves could be conducted by these particles. Going back to 4th grade science class, what is a conductor? How does it work? What does it do?
It doesn’t sound like a good thing at all to me; not in the slightest.

I can’t imagine – and here is my technical limit – that you could predict the specific effects of this conjoining of factors; it would be out of control. If the body becomes a conductor in this particular sense of electrification of heavy metal particles inside the body which are in different places (in the brain and other organs) and now they become conductors for specific wavelengths that are harmful to health, the effects would be horrendous and various of different kinds.

So that is somewhat where I am on that.

**Fitts:** If you look at what they want to roll out in terms of injections, and what they want to roll out pertaining to electromagnetic frequencies and radiation, you can see why the body politic would want a cover story as to what is making people sick. The virus, of course, is the natural cover story; it’s the magic virus.

**Rappoport:** You bet! “Let’s bring in the magic virus, boys, because we’ve got another vector of death that we have to cover up and obscure. So, what are we going to do?”

Somebody said, “Hey, we are going to do the virus. We’ve been doing the virus for so long. Don’t be afraid. It always works. It’s going to work again.”

Here we are.

**Fitts:** There has been a great deal of pushback, including more and more lawsuits filed and people turning to their government officials. It is very painful because you see taxpayers who are funding the salaries of government officials while the government officials put them out of business, destroy their businesses, and yet insist that they – the government officials – should continue to be paid and obeyed.

I would say that the pushback is really beginning to grow as people realize the extent of the lies. It’s taken a while to understand the extent of the lies, but it is happening.
Do you have any thoughts on pushback of any kind?

**Rappoport:** I know of a few lawsuits that are being put together, and I also know that there are others that I don’t understand about positively.

I have a cynical bias when it comes to the success of such things, but I also know that there have been successful lawsuits. So, I’m certainly not closing that door.

My other thought is that you have to have PR when you have a good lawsuit. I’ve talked to groups about this. For example, on the big island of Hawaii when the citizens voted against permitting Monsanto and Dow to continue their horrendous pesticide experiments there, and they successfully voted the whole thing down, state government interceded and said, “No, you can’t do that.”

So, a legal suit was brought on behalf of the people of the big island, and I talked to a few of them. I said, “You should win, but you’re not going to win unless you can foment so much public opinion – not only on the big island. You have to get indigenous groups to send representatives from all over the world. I know it’s not easy; it’s easier for me to say. But you need to get them to show up on the big island. You need to hold 50 press conferences on how these people in their own places around the world are being impacted by big corporation pesticides and corporate agriculture, etc. You turn this into a ‘27-ring circus’, and you keep it separate from the lawyers, but you do it while the case is going on. It has influence.”

I always say to people that in any big lawsuit, you have to have publicity. Otherwise, the court and the people associated just say, “Nobody is going to know that we are just dismissing this out of hand.”

**Fitts:** We ran a website with all the documents as we were going through the litigation process, and it totally changed the entire state of play. It was quite remarkable, including the fact that the other team was always using our website because they were lazy. So, we could see what they were reading; it was very useful.

**Rappoport:** That’s great!
Fitts: One question: We saw the head of pathology for the Bulgarian Pathology Association come out and say that no one has died from COVID-19. I thought that was one of the more interesting pieces in the last two months. I don’t know if you had a comment on that.

Rapoport: I thought it was great, and I know it was played because all kinds of people were sending me emails with that in the subject line. It went around the world 17 times.

I believe that is where you have to go. Then people say, “What? Who? Wait a minute. Let me see what this is. How could he possibly? The minister of what?”

Then you look, and see, “Wait a minute. Look at what he is saying. It’s starting to make sense,” and people begin to see, “Oh, the virus could be a cover story for these other things, and I’m buying the cover story. I’m the ‘yokel, the rube, the sucker, the mark’, and I have been for the last 40 years.”

There have been other people like this at other levels who will come out and say, which is one of my favorites, “We assume that there is a virus that is spreading across the world, and we take the official story, and look into the details of that story, you will see that what they are saying is it spread from Antarctica to a polar bear in the Arctic in 10 minutes. It was unstoppable! We have cases here and we have cases there. How did that happen?”

They tried to put together the man on the plane, and, no, you can’t do it. If you buy that story, you also buy that it’s uncontainable. People started to point this out. Among them, some epidemiologists who were completely hammered and silenced said, “Look, if this is the case, there is only one way to deal with this, and this is by acquiring massive natural immunity. The only way that you can do that – the only way – is through exposure out in the open. You live, you work, you mingle, you sneeze, you cough, and you gain immunity.”

They started to say that. The lockdowns, the masks, and the distancing are counterproductive because everybody is percolating with the virus by now in their system. You lock all these people up, they keep percolating it, and then when you let them out, it is going to escalate even more, and it is futile and stupid. The only thing to do is to open up everything.
People started to say that, which began to catch on until major medical research centers and agencies said, “This is insane. This is ridiculous.”

Campaign ads for Joe Biden are coming out and saying, “Federal mandates for wearing masks.” That is one of his planks in his platform; it’s in his ads now. And he is also saying in the latest ad that I saw the phrase which is something like, “If and when people are let out of lockdown…”

Wow, Joe, talk about insane, criminal counterproductive. There it is.

**Fitts:** I watched Jimmy Dore rip apart Colin Powell and Carey getting on the DNC and promoting Biden. It’s all the group that promoted the Iraq War and turned it into the world’s greatest job program and ‘corporate profit fest’.

One of the things that I want to bring up is an interesting panel of nine doctors including the doctors who had gone to Washington to do a press conference saying, “This is ridiculous.”

One of the doctors is an emergency room doctor and pediatrician, Stella Immanuel, from Houston. She is originally from Cameroon and trained in Nigeria and is unbelievably familiar with the use of various anti-Malaria and other drugs. The speech that she and Simone Gold and some of the other doctors are giving is that whatever these symptoms are – whether it’s a bad flu or it’s hypoxia or whatever it is – if you catch it quickly and give people hydroxychloroquine and zinc, it solves 99.9% of the cases, and it does it cheaply and economically.

Consequently, this whole pandemic thing is complete ‘BS’. There is no reason for any lockdowns; there is no reason for any shutdowns; there is no reason to wear masks. This is easy. If you look at Africa, there are hardly any deaths because they know how to deal with this.

What is interesting is Immanuel is the one who is familiar with what is going on in the 3rd world and in Africa, and she is getting progressively more frustrated with the American doctors who are trying to engage about whether you should wear a mask and all the different interesting details.
She keeps saying, “Look, this is all ‘BS’. Why do we care about any of this? All of this stuff is just total ‘BS’. Can we ‘cut to the chase’ and just stop this?”

**Rappoport:** She is one of the ones – and there are others – who are talking about this. I don’t know whether or not we talked about this previously, but I wrote a piece recently and directed it to medical experts in California – Dr. John Ioannidis and Dr. Scott Atlas. They both have been promoting the idea that we are on the wrong path here. Of course, they assume that it is a virus and all that, but they say that this is not nearly the pandemic that it’s been laid out to be.

I said to them in the article, “You guys should form the new Coronavirus Task Force.” I made sure that my tech producer captured that domain name so that I could give it to them if they wanted it.

Then I discovered two things in the following ten days to two weeks. One is that Dr. Ioannidis and colleagues – and I don’t know whether that involved Dr. Atlas or not – had actually tried to arrange a meeting with Trump and really pressed it, and they were unable to do it.

The second thing, of course, was that Dr. Scott Atlas is now an advisor to the White House on COVID-19. The most important thing that he has been saying is that a positive PCR test does not mean anything in particular that is threatening or awesome or dangerous or fearful. Overwhelmingly, the people who come up positive on this (worthless) test will not develop any symptoms, or if they do, they will recover. So, this should not be the yardstick of fear and fear mongering and media exploitation and governors to continue to trumpet these new case numbers as they ‘whipsaw’ the public and business owners, saying, “We are reopening the economy. Oh, wait a minute. The case numbers are escalating, and now we have to shut it down again,” which is horrific.

So, Dr. Scott Atlas is in the White House now. Of course, they will try to hammer him into complete submission and silence and do everything they can to try to keep him from having any contact with Trump, but he is there. We’ll see.

**Fitts:** I had a very intelligent subscriber send me a long email, and she said something interesting. Since then, I’ve been testing this on many other people in
the United States. So, what I’m going to say now relates to the United States.

She said, “I don’t know anybody who has died of COVID-19, but I know people who have died of cancer, who have been harmed by crime, have lost their homes from fires, weird weather, and crime. They are struggling with serious vaccine injury or death,” and then she continued on and on of this long list of the things which are killing or seriously harming individuals and families as a result of all sorts of bad governance in a society and the implosion of a society. Add to that, they can’t get the health treatment they need because COVID-19 has everybody paying their insurance premiums but not allowed to use the healthcare system.

I had one person write me saying, “I’ve had eight people close to me in the last month die, and a lot of them were people in their 20’s, 30’s, 40’s, and 50’s.” These were not the elderly; these were people who should be in the prime of their life.

Back to making things simple, I sometimes think that the COVID-19 pandemic is the simple air cover story for the incredible risk that many, many people in the United States are managing.

**Rappoport:** I absolutely agree. And I think that one of the reasons for her saying what she did, “I haven’t known anyone who died of COVID-19,” is the nursing homes, for example. These are not people falling down in the street; these are people who, at most, did have contact with a few family members, but that is it.

One statistic to throw out, and I’ve quoted this number in articles: 81% of so-called COVID deaths in Canada are from nursing homes. I could go on and on with the numbers.

**Fitts:** The reports that I get from nursing homes and from people taking care of people in nursing homes compels me to conclude that there was an effort to depopulate the people in nursing homes.

**Rappoport:** There is no question about it. There is somewhat of an umbrella group that is a patient advocate group, especially for the elderly. They are in
contact with a number of other organizations. They put out a petition of some kind a few months ago and a plea for people to understand that when they lock down these nursing homes and isolate the elderly because some people have been diagnosed with COVID-19, they lock them down, and nobody from the families are allowed in. What this advocacy group is saying is, “The family members are the people who are the watchdogs on the nursing homes.”

The family goes in the nursing home to see their family members, and they observe; they don’t fool around. They want to see how they are being treated and what is happening and if there is any negligence, brutality, indifference, or crazy things going on there. Now they’re all gone – those family members. They can’t get in. You don’t know as a family member what is happening.

There was a report out of Spain that was just horrific. The army was sent in after a nursing home was shut down. It was shut down in the sense that it was not operating anymore; they were clearing out everybody.

The army walked in, and they saw dead bodies lying there, decaying. There were horrendous perceptions that I won’t even bother to go into.

**Fitts:** I had a nurse on my Twitter feed, - I don’t know them personally and I can’t confirm it-but they said in October of last year that they were requiring everybody in their nursing home to get the flu shot. She said that approximately 50% of the people on her floor had died since then. She said, “I hear rumors that it is the same on the other floors, but I can’t swear.”

**Rappoport:** It’s totally basic common sense. You get these people who are getting the shots. Let’s talk about the elderly residents. They are already in very rough shape. We don’t even need to get into all the conditions that they’ve had for decades and the problems and the toxic treatment with drugs, and all that kind of thing. Then they’re terrified psychologically and spiritually by being diagnosed with COVID-19, and then isolated so they can’t talk to anybody. Maybe they are put on a ventilator, which can kill them.

So now you take these people and give them a vaccine that has heavy metals, poisons, and who knows how many contaminating germs.
Fitts: And it wipes out their immune system.

Rappoport: And then they die. It’s just so completely obvious. You can look at CDC literature and other agencies, and they will say – to cover themselves – that a contraindication for vaccination in general is a weakened immune system, and yet they will go to Africa where millions of people have immune systems teetering on the verge of collapse, and they announce proudly that the World Health Organization is now going to hit these people up with 15 shots of different vaccines in order to prevent disease. Really?

No, they are going to shoot them to kill them.

Fitts: One of the reasons I worked so hard to fight the financial coup was that I knew if you didn’t get the pension funds and retirements systems on a financially sound basis, the way they would solve the problem is to lower the life expectancy. I hate to say that it is a mathematical formula, but it was inevitable.

I told you that I checked the long-term care insurance premium situation. In 2018, their payouts were up 35%. If you look at much of what is happening, it seems like the healthcare insurance industry protection pandemic.

Let’s turn to the ‘Injection Fraud’. We’ve now had some reports of trials. I told you earlier that I had not read or studied much about the Moderna vaccine, which I will call the ‘toxine’ because vaccine is supposed to be medicine, and whatever this is, it’s not medicine.

I listened to an excellent interview with Sofia Smallstorm, and she put me onto the fact that in January 2020, Moderna put out a press release and referred to their injections as ‘the software of life’.

I thought, “Wait a minute!” I’ve been saying that Gates wants to download an operating system into your brain, or, “The scam works so well on your computer that now we are going to do it on your body, and we are going to download an operating system, and then every quarter we will say that there is another virus so you need a new injection.” It’s the same game.

For Moderna to call it the ‘software of life’, I felt, “This is not even subtle.”
So, what can you tell us about the latest on what I call the ‘Injection Fraud’?

**Rappoport:** Moderna seems to be Fauci’s favorite. Part of the reason is that – and I think this can be completely confirmed – his agency, the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, which is part of the National Institutes of Health, stands to gain many dollars if the vaccine that Moderna is testing (which apparently was initially developed at Fauci’s agency) is approved by the government for use. Six individuals at NIAID will receive payouts of $150,000 a year. I don’t know for how long, but it could be in perpetuity if that vaccine is approved.

There is an excellent article at Children’s Health Defense. I don’t have it available now but I believe that it is their latest article on Moderna. Some of the details on a coating that is used with the acronym PEG is very problematic and toxic. It is a particle coating, and I’m not sure which particles it coats, but I’ve seen so many references to this vaccine now that I think it’s a ‘slam dunk’; it deploys nano-particles. It is RNA technology that they are trying to rush into the marketplace. It was never approved for human use in any product – drug or vaccine – before. It has had a number of serious problems in clinical trials of other drugs or other vaccines when companies have tried to get it into the marketplace and failed. There are autoimmune difficulties, meaning that the body attacks itself with RNA technology when you deploy it.

All that, and Moderna has never ever brought any product ever to market – drug or vaccine. They received $500 million from the Federal government for research.

**Fitts:** And they are protected by the PREP Act and the 1986 Act from any liability.

**Rappoport:** Right, they are protected from any liability.

So it’s like saying, “Okay, so we’ve got six or seven guys up here in Cambridge, Massachusetts who think they’ve got a great idea. They’ve never done anything. Let’s give them $500 million, and let’s push whatever they come up with to get it approved and vaccinate everybody on the planet that we can tie down.”
That’s the way it looks to me; it’s nothing more than that.

**Fitts:** If you look at the business model of paying all your development costs and freeing you of all liability, we now have Kodak, Tesla, and everybody announcing that they are becoming an injection or vaccine or toxine maker because the business model is so good. How can you lose money? It’s a license to steal.

**Rappoport:** And wasn’t it Trump and Cuomo who did a photo op at Kodak and said they are now in the pharmaceutical business? I thought Kodak was out of business entirely. Apparently not. What is that all about? Is that ‘Make American Business Great Again’?

**Fitts:** I just finished publishing the web presentation on *The State of Our Currency*, and I look at this whole thing as essentially a marketing plan for the global financial reset.

So the global financial reset, which was approved by the central bankers last summer, basically said, “Okay, we are going to extend the dollar system, keep it alive, and keep the bubble going. Then we are going to bring in the new system.”

The new system is fundamentally a credit on the company store; it’s not a currency system. It’s all digital, and it depends on hooking you up to the cloud. So, what we are looking at with these injections is the reengineering of the financial system. Literally, they turned to the healthcare cartel and said, “Okay, we can’t just give the banks another $30 trillion and get away with it, so you’ve got to come up with a cover story.”

I think this is the cover story because part of the new system is that you need to put an operating system in everybody’s body, hook them up to the DOD cloud, and use viruses as an excuse on why you have to update it. We know it’s a huge global experiment, and it’s going to kill millions of people, and they have to do it all by trial and error, and do it with 5G, which we know is going to make millions of people sick. Certainly, the injections are going to make millions of people sick — if not kill them.
So this is an experiment on the run, and it’s being driven by the central bankers, and the central bankers are in a hysterical panic to get this digital crypto system in place in time to control everybody.

You’re talking about a global slavery system.

**Rappoport:** If you start to tie this digital system, of course, to behavior – as the Chinese are far along on this already and they’re continuing – then it’s like, “You didn’t get tested? You didn’t get the vaccine? And you’re part of the financial system here? I’m sorry, but these things don’t add up. In order to stay in the system and benefit from it – because, of course, we want to help you – you have to help us, and the way to help us is by getting tested and getting vaccinated.”

I wrote about this a long time ago.

**Fitts:** Yes, you did.

**Rappoport:** I concocted this scenario where at first, it all sounds very friendly and so on; “We’re trying to help you. We don’t want to cut you off. We want to be partners – you, us, and a better world-the whole thing. So come to your senses. I mean, it’s not as if we are asking you to do anything harmful. We are just asking you to get tested and vaccinated. So, please, think it over. We will be back.” That is step one.

With the situation now, in many cases you can eliminate step one.

“We love you. You love us. It’s all wonderful. So come on.” Step two is, “Look, you’re wasting our time. We had to send someone out to the house. We had to call you. We temporarily took down your internet. That didn’t seem to make any difference. We are trying to do the lightest things possible here to get you to see, but if you won’t see, then we’re going to have to take you to a fleabag hotel.”

In New Zealand, they are already launching this. A day after I did a program with a broadcaster in New Zealand, here it is: If you refuse to get tested, then they will take you to another facility and put you under military guard, or it may even be lighter than that. I have to check. If you refuse to cooperate with
tracing/testing/vaccinating, they will put you in a facility and keep you there ‘indefinitely’. That word was stressed as well.

So you can imagine that, “Okay, we tried a couple of times. Now you’re really using up our resources. So tomorrow, unless you get tested, we are going to show up and take you to a hotel and put you up. We will keep you there until you cooperate.”

Fitts: I just saw a report of a training course on contact tracing.

Rappoport: I don’t want to even hear this!

Fitts: They have over 660,000 people signed up to take the course.

Rappoport: No, please.

Fitts: I’m sending it to you now. Everybody needs work, right? Snitching on your neighbor and police tyranny is a big business – whether you are putting poisons in their veins or kidnapping their children, right?

Rappoport: 660,000 people signed up?

Fitts: Yes, 660,000 participants.

One of the top videos of the pandemic so far was a woman who had taken the contact tracing course. As soon as contact tracing hit, I tried to warn people how dangerous it was. They are going to be – I think – going in and kidnapping children they want for Adrenochrome (a chemical compound which may have psychedelic effects). These people aren’t going to play clean.

I hate to say this, but Fauci does have that Adrenochrome look.

I think it’s hard for many people who have been living in the world these last 50 years to realize where this is going. Unfortunately, you have so many people who are economically dependent – whether on government subsidy or government jobs. That is going to make it much worse.
Rappoport: Or government pensions.

Fitts: Right

Let me turn to what I believe is the number one obstacle here, and that is mind control. I’ve been ‘beating the drum’ for many years about entrainment and subliminal programming on digital systems on TV and on the media, but I continue to find the mind control to be phenomenally effective. It’s almost as though people are constantly getting memory wipes and they can’t integrate. They fundamentally can’t get coherent enough to see what is going on sufficiently to act in their own self-interest.

I think that the establishment is ‘betting the ranch’ that mind control will continue to be as successful as it is.

It appears to be a percentage of the population that seems to be immune to it. Of course, every Solaris subscriber I would describe is somebody who is relatively immune to the mind control.

What are your thoughts on the impact of mind control here?

Rappoport: I have plenty of thoughts on it! One of those thoughts is the education system has been so rigged for so long that people can’t think. I’ve always known that this is a serious problem, but it’s driven home in a way now that is ‘super-duper’.

If you can’t think from A to B to C – if that is out of the question – then how are you going to throw off the mind control of a story that is being sold to you that is completely a mind-control story where that is its aim and its content and the whole deal? How will you do that if you just can’t go from A to B to C?

If the very idea of an A, B, and a C that you go to is foreign to you, “What do you mean, think from A to B to C? What does that even mean?”

Try to explain that to some people.

I know of people who have recent graduate degrees in some form of “science”.

I know of people who have recent graduate degrees in some form of “science”.
These are people with graduate degrees, and they keep railing about “science” when they see anything that deviates from the official party line about COVID-19. What does “science” mean to those people who have these degrees? It means the opposite of anything that Trump thinks. That is the total meaning. “That is science, and we don’t need to think about it anymore”.

Apparently they can’t think about it anymore; they just don’t have the tools.

**Fitts:** Here is what is interesting: I remember doing an interview not that long ago with Richard Dolan. Maybe it was in April. It was after the pandemic was announced and started.

As is my nature, I was watching the financial patterns. If you watch the financial patterns, then you knew that this was complete ‘BS’. The reason you knew is that no virus is designed to magically step in and save the US Treasury market and the stock market exactly at those moments. This was like the perfect miraculous save day-to-day-to-day.

It’s almost like Fauci was calibrating the deflation you need to offset the inflation; it was like the central banker. He must have a hotline to the Fed or something. I’m sure of it because this is all being run by the central bankers. They just say, “Fauci, we need some more deflation today, so shut down some more stuff.”

It was so perfect in terms of what was going on in the financial markets that it was obvious, but you had to be watching all the financial patterns.

I was on with Richard Dolan, and used the expression ‘plandemic’ and Richard got very serious. He said, “I think there really is something here, and I don’t necessarily go along with the fact.”

I started to laugh and said, “Richard, I know nothing about viruses, but I know everything about the US Treasury market and what is going on with the central bankers. You know something? This is all ‘BS’.”

Richard is very, very smart. It’s not like he doesn’t know official reality is different than reality. The total difference between us was watching the financial
patterns. And, remember, you have the benefit of having unpacked hundreds of healthcare frauds.

**Rappoport:** That is another factor in the mind control, which is that people don’t have the data; they don’t have the information. Even if they can think with it, if they don’t have it, then they don’t see it.

It’s like a stage magician; you don’t see what he is really doing, so you think it’s magic.

I had a good friend who was a stage magician. I talked to him about this and he looked at me as if, “This is the biggest ‘yocal’ in the world.”

I said to him, “I look at certain tricks, and I can’t figure out how they’re done. I’m baffled completely. I rack my brain, and I’m just amazed.”

He looked at me and said, “Okay, so let’s start here. The first thing that you have to know is…”

I’m waiting, and he said, “…It’s not magic. They’re not doing magic, okay?”

I said, “Okay.”

He said, “No. Do you really understand what I mean? They know what to do. They’re not really sawing the woman in half. That leads you to ask what they are actually doing. If you knew what I know, the whole thing would be kind of ridiculous to watch it because you would know exactly what is going on. Your only interest would be how good the technique of concealment was.”

It’s the same thing. If you’re missing vital pieces of information in data, then even if you can think, it’s hard to get there. I know Richard is a brilliant man. One of the reasons I like to read about him on the issue of UFO’s is that I can follow him. He has trains of thought that go from A to B to C to D to E to F to G and so on, and he qualifies every step. I follow, and I like that; that is reliable.

Except if you don’t have certain pieces of information, then it doesn’t matter. You can’t think because things are not there that should be there. This is a
major frustration, and we are remediying that with these many reports so that people can have, “Oh, well, now I see if you give me this data, now I can begin to cogitate and make the connections because I can do that. I was just missing that piece that you just gave me. Alright.”

Fitts: I think one of the most powerful things that happened over the last four months is that you had doctors and nurses and people in healthcare who used all their personal networks to figure out what was going on and what they could do to help people. You could see that they all had this incredible passion for healing people and protecting them. They came to rely heavily on their personal networks – whether they were sending scientific studies or experience or whatever.

It was those communications that ultimately figured a considerable amount out. You see that when you watch the film of the nine-doctor panel or the conferences that they had in Washington that Dr. Simone Gold led.

The impact of all these people who went into health because they wanted to heal was a powerful force.

Rappoport: Indeed. I know of another doctor, and many other people probably know of him as well. I’m not going to mention his name at the moment, but he has made some extremely radical statements to the effect that he could go to prison if necessary to continue to speak the truth no matter what.

He happens to live in an area where there is very heavy pressure on lockdowns and all the restraining measures, etc. He just doesn’t care. He is very forthright, and he has even had people come to his home to talk and discuss it. He’s doing it, and that takes some major ‘guts’.

Fitts: They are fearless; many of them are fearless. It has been very heartwarming to see how many courageous people there are.

I told you that my favorite was Dr. Immanuel. Some hitman from the local Houston TV station was trying to give her a hard time. He said, “You could lose your license if you keep giving people hydroxychloroquine,” and she just looked at him and said, “How many people should I let die so that I can keep my
license? I want to know. Give me a number.”

She called him right out.

There are significant rumors – both in Europe and the United States – of a three to six month lockdown beginning at the end of August. Now the rumor is that it will be starting in September. I don’t know if it’s true. Many times it’s true that the municipalities and states have been asked to prepare. Just because you are asked to prepare, it doesn’t mean that it is going to happen.

I think the question, though, is this: Do you think they are going to go for another major lockdown? And what do you think the reaction might be, particularly because you now have people who are literally going hungry because they’ve shut down the economy on Main Street?

**Rappoport:** I don’t know about that. They are making the calculation, and I’m sure they are running models day and night – which is what they do. They are running meetings and discussions and models and reports and assessments and predictions. “If we do this, what do we think is going to happen? If we do that, what do we think the blowback or the reaction would be? If we do this and these are the effects of doing it, then what are we going to see? Will there be people who come out onto the streets and rebel? Are they going to starve to death quietly and passively?”

They are running all these models and trying to decide how far they want to take it now.

My sense, and this is only a guess, is that based on the past, it is on-again/off-again/on-again. That has been the strategy in the past on many operations.

“We took it this far this time. Let’s back off now. Let’s open it up again. Let’s let it drift for a while. Then we will come back in again and then we’ll see.”

If you look at the graph of control – so to speak – you will see that certainly the trend is up for them on the degree of control they are exerting on the population over time.
**Fitts:** If you look at the centralization of income and market share, they have made a fortune. If you look at what private equity is up to in terms of land and real estate and picking up the companies they want, the procentralization team is having a ‘field day’; they are making a fortune. This is great for them.

**Rappoport:** Absolutely.

**Fitts:** The business of having a pandemic is highly successful and highly profitable.

**Rappoport:** On the other side of that, there is this factor: A number of corporations are looking at their bottom lines. These are people who would ordinarily have significant political influence – not the pharmaceuticals, for example, but other industries. They are saying, “Okay, so we went along with this. We got bailed out. Yes, but, our prediction is that if they go for another three to six months here with another lockdown, this is not good at all for us. This is no good. So we don’t want this, and we are going to make it known that we don’t want it. When we make it known, people who have power hear us because we can talk to them.”

So, there is that side of things.

In other words, these people are saying, “Look, it’s all very fine to be centralizing the power to buy up everything under the sun at bargain basement prices, and you are having a field day. Congratulations, that is wonderful. But if there is no economy, then we are not going for that. If you are really trying to say that now is the time when you are going to destroy the economy completely and then centralize the entire economy and build it up in some other way that doesn’t give us our real heavy piece of the pie, no. We are not going along with that.”

So, that is jockeying that goes on here.

**Fitts:** Absolutely. What they want is enough people in the corner that they can get the crypto system adopted and use the universal basic income to do it. There is no serious legislation yet, but you will keep seeing legislation coming up that ties Federal payments and subsidies to a dollar crypto system – basically a digital
wallet that gives them total control.

So until we talk again, do you have any message or thoughts for the subscribers on how to navigate the period between now and the end of the year, particularly for the people in the US who have to deal with the distraction of the elections?

**Rapoport:** I don’t know if there is any advice that I haven’t already given, but the only way to have an economy is to go back to work – somehow, some way. I believe you sent me a report from a subscriber who had traveled around the United States and said that there are many pockets of the economy around the United States that are open.

**Fitts:** Right, they just decided to open; they’re not going to stop doing what they’re doing.

**Rapoport:** That is the ‘American way’; we go back to work and back to business. It’s under the surface; it’s not being majorly trumpeted and promoted and covered by the press or anything of the sort.

There is a considerable amount of that happening here and there, and that has to increase. Somehow and some way you have to use your imagination and guts and determination to make it happen for you, for those you love, and for those in your area.

**Fitts:** I’ll give you another reason you have to do that: Food, clothing, shelter, and energy. The establishment is becoming less and less reliable and trustworthy. So, we will have to figure out how to do this ourselves and help each other do it and come up with far more local solutions and resiliency. We can because it is there to be done, including financial liquidity locally, and because we do not want to depend on the procentralization team.

**Rapoport:** I was told – and I can verify this – that during the Great Depression of the 1930’s, there were somewhere around 1,500 local currencies that were established across the United States.

**Fitts:** Believe it or not, there were 3,100; there were 3,100 currencies – are you ready for this – and there are 3,100 counties in America.
Rappoport: So these were people who looked around and said, “We hear what happened to the stock market. That’s not us. We hear what happened in Washington and what Roosevelt was saying, and we see the soup kitchens and the lines and everything, but when we look around here where we are, nothing has really changed. It’s not like a bomb fell on all the farms and destroyed the crops or we had three hurricanes. I mean, the people are still here, and our resources are still here. It’s just like how it was before whatever this crazy thing was that happened that they call the ‘Depression’. So, let’s get together and figure out a way to do business among ourselves so that we can all share in the bounty and work.”

Fitts: Right, and if you don’t want the complexity of creating a community currency, just start using your gold and silver coins.

Rappoport: Or trading and bartering. I remember in the 1980’s when I did a little research on the underground economy in America; it was stupendous, and I don’t believe it stopped. Yes, online took over with EBay and how you can buy things, but there is still an underground economy.

Fitts: Here is the reality: If you look at the dependency on a central-controlled currency, it has tremendously shrunk local economies. If you just allowed local economies to optimize with local currencies, local equity, circulation, and trade and barter, the increase that you could get locally is phenomenal.

In other words, the whole thing is so falsely shrunk by the central control.

Rappoport: People’s ingenuity is remarkable when you give it a chance.

One of my favorite persons who passed away many, many ‘moons’ ago in L.A. was Bart. He decided to opt out of everything that he possibly could. He lived in Venice, California, which tends to be an opt-out type of neighborhood.

He rented a small cottage on a crazy street. He had a front yard, but it’s hard to describe this street. There were a few stores and some tiny restaurants and such. And he had this small little cottage that was probably built in the 1910’s that he was renting at some ridiculously low price.
He set up 30 tables in his front yard. Because he had a fascination for old objects, he would go to swap meets and buy things for $0.15 or $0.20. These were little vases and ashtrays, and ‘God knows what’. He bought marbles and comic books – anything that caught his attention.

He would pack them in his car, take them home, and put them out on the tables. Then he would sit in his house. People would walk by on the street, and when they walked over, he would come out of his house, and start selling his things. “I’ll take $1.50 for this, that, and the other thing.”

Then at night, he would put big cloths over the tables, and protect them when it rained. That was his – admittedly – very eccentric solution to opting out of everything. I can only tell you that for at least a decade, that is how he lived.

When the supply got low, he would go to more swap meets and pick up things. Occasionally, he would show up at a party and say, “Look at this thing that I found. Isn’t this fantastic?”

People would say, “He’s completely crazy.”

Well, I don’t know; it worked.

Fitts: He wasn’t crazy at all; it worked.

Rappoport: He had no connection with anything centralized because he didn’t want to. The ingenuity of people is amazing and remarkable. It’s just not covered. The stories that you see are fake, fraud, pumped up little silly things about somebody who became famous on YouTube. Who cares?

I’m talking about people who devise ways of survival that are so utterly their own that they go unnoticed, and it works. There are not tens of them or hundreds of them; there are thousands and untold thousands of them.

Fitts: There are millions of them.

Jon, you have been very generous with your time. I want you to describe how we access your material. I think that if you want to understand what is
happening now, there is nothing more practical and useful than going back and reading your Matrix Revealed collection, particularly the interviews, and most particularly, your interviews on health and your opinion manipulation. You know that I love the Ellis Medavoy interviews. I think that in the Matrix Revealed collection, there is a wealth of information that can help people get the decades – if not centuries – of background on this.

One of my favorite comments on our current situation was when you said, “This is a 10,000-year-old war.” I absolutely believe you are right.

Talk a little about your amazing collection in the last six months on what has been going on, and the different collections that we can review through your voluminous work on decades and decades of healthcare fraud.

**Rappoport:** There are three collections, and you can read all about them and order them at www.NomoreFakeNews.com. You can get The Matrix Revealed, Exit from the Matrix, and Power Outside the Matrix. Each collection is very large.

Basically, in The Matrix Revealed, which is the first one, the idea of presenting all this information on how the game is put together, so to speak, and how opinion is created and how psyops really work – the basic psychology ‘behind the behind the behind’ – is so that people can wake up further. It’s not so they can bury themselves in doom and gloom, but just the opposite to see, “Okay, so much of what we have been assuming is reality on so many fronts is actually invented. It has been invented, created, perpetrated, and spread like a painting; it’s like a massive fresco. The objective is to get us to walk into the fresco and live there for the rest of our lives. That is the whole point.”

**Fitts:** Right, and to help them build it.

**Rappoport:** Exactly. That is the deal, that is why I put that collection together, and that is why I recommend it to people. I believe that it will definitely help anyone – no matter what your level of knowledge – to see more and more of the fresco, and how it is put together, on what principles, and how it is ‘painted on the wall’ so you can then say, “Okay, that is that.”

**Fitts:** One of the favorite comments that I ever received was when you and I
did our interview on *The Matrix Revealed* collection. Right when you launched it, one of our subscribers wrote in and said, “All my life I’ve been going to these workshops where they try to teach you that you can invent your own world and how to do it, and they never worked. Then I listened to Jon explain how my world was invented for me and I realized, ‘Oh, I can invent my world.’ Now that I know how they do it, I can do it.”

You have done considerable work on imagination, and I think that is so important. I happen to believe that if you look at what we are dealing with right now, whether it’s the Going Direct reset or the pandemic psyop to sell it and to sell the injections, I think there is a very good chance that it is going to fail. That means that every one of us has to be in there inventing where this is going to go.

**Rappoport:** Exactly. It’s will go to a different place. I’m glad that you brought that up. That is the other part of why I put this together, because it is true. It would be as if you take a child, the child looks at certain movies on television that they probably shouldn’t look at, and they become frightened. “What is that?”

Now you take that child to the production studio where such movies are actually being made, and everybody is friendly and happy, and the dead people get up off the ground at the end of the scene and have coffee and ‘schmooze’ and so forth, and the makeup people put on the makeup, and the special effects people are going around. You see how it’s all being done and how fascinating the whole thing is. You really immerse this child in the whole thing. Of course, all the people who are working there love this bright, intelligent child. “Come on in. Let me show you this. See how the head falls off? Then we have the little thing there, and all the dust comes out of there. Here is the computer, and we put it on there.”

Then the child goes home, and says, “Let’s watch the movie again.” You put the movie on again, and the child starts giggling and laughing and smiling.

That is the idea behind my collection, *The Matrix Revealed*. That would be the way it’s done. “Oh, okay. They put that together. Okay. And they put this together, too. That’s not me. That’s not real; that’s them. They are making the
movie, and look how they are doing it.”

This is the whole idea. There is this transfer with the psychoanalysts who talk about their ridiculous transference factor for the patients and the therapists. No, the transference factor is that you see how reality is being built, and then the transference is, as your reader/subscriber said, “If they can do it, then I can do it for me, too.” That is transference.

Fitts: You can also stay in a state of amusement. Watching what they are doing and seeing how they are doing it, and if you can unpack what is behind the scenes, you can stay in a state of amusement about the whole thing.

Rappoport: It really does help. And believe me, you need it right now; I need it right now; everybody needs it right now.

Fitts: Jon Rappoport, what a pleasure it has been to have you join me for the 2nd Quarter Wrap Up. I can’t thank you enough for your work. I know that we will be talking day-to-day-to-day, but if there is anything The Solari Report subscribers or we can do to support you, you are doing an amazing job.

One of my favorite things about staying in California is I have a dear friend who lives in East Palo Alto, and I would wake up in the morning and hear him laughing and laughing. I would say to myself, “He just got Jon Rappoport’s new column!”

Rappoport: Thank you so much, Catherine. It’s a joy to talk to you as always. You’ve meant so much to me all these years, and it’s a very happy occasion every time we speak.

Fitts: You have a wonderful day.

Rappoport: You too.

Fitts: Goodbye.
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